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Abstract. The Web is enormous, unlimited and dynamically changed
source of useful and varied kinds of information. The news is one of the
most rapidly changing kinds of information. The departure for this paper
is presentation of RSS, an useful data format used frequently by publish-
ers of news; some statistics related to news syndication illustrate the ac-
tual situation. Then, two recently developed methods for examination of
similarity of textual documents are briefly presented. Since RSS-supplied
records always contain the same type of information (headlines, links, ar-
ticle summaries, etc.), application of methods of presented type makes
their diverse applications like automatic news classification and filtering
easier.

1 Introduction

This paper describes some general problems of publishing, retrieving and filtering
news information on the Web. The first section introduces the principle of the
news publication on the Web. The second section explains the main problems
of exploration and filtering of the news data from the presentation Web pages.
The following sections present the problems of the contents syndication on the
Web and present some statistical results of the experiments carried out. Then
the RSS feed data formats is introduced. The following sections show potential
and features of this format. The last sections present methods for classification
of documents using full text similarity measures. The conclusion summarizes the
problems presented.

2 News Published on the Web

There are a lot of web sites which publish news. The news sites publish different
kinds of information in different presentation forms [3, 6]. News is a very dynamic
kind of information, constantly updated. The news sites have to be verified very
often so as not to miss any of the news information. In Table 1 the updating
frequency for some Web news sites is presented.Some parameters are significant
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Table 1. Example of updating news frequency (provided by the sites administrators)

Service news URL Update

Google http://news.google.com about 20 min

Voila actuality http://actu.voila.fr every day

TF1 news http://new.tf1.fr/news instantaneously

News now http://ww.newsnow.co.uk about 5 min

CategoryNet http://www.categorynet.com every day

CNN http://www.cnn.com instantaneously

Company news groups http://www.companynewsgroup.com about 40 per day

for automatic treatment; frequency of data updating, the size of the transferred
data and extraction and filtering facilities on news sites. We have done some
statistical tests to evaluate the updating frequency [13] of news.

The results shown (Fig.1a) the different behavior of interrogated sites: the
news updated very regular or irregular when information is updated when present.
Some news sites present periodic activity: ex. the news site of the French tele-
vision channel TF1 is updated only during working hours. The results confirm
that the content of the news sites change very often. This is one of the most
important reasons for careful optimization the data flux format. The traffic gen-
erated on the net by news is high and it is interesting to optimize it. We have
done some comparative tests (Fig. 1b) of the transferred data size for the news
presented in HTML and in XML (RSS).

news service HTML RSS

Bussines Week 47K 9K

TF1 32K 3,7K

Dallas News 22K 0,5K

IOL News 14K 2,3K

Premiere Ministre 37K 2,5K

Fig. 1. a) Values of updating frequency; b) comparative size of HTML and RSS

3 News Data Formats: HTML and RSS

There are two the most frequently used data format for news publishing; the
HTML non-structured data format and the dedicated format, named RSS-feed.
These formats have different aspects for publication and presentation and for
retrieving and exploring the data by other tools such as catalogues, search-
engines and meta-search tools.
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3.1 HTML Presentation

There are a lot of news Web sites that present the news using only the stan-
dard HTML page form. This page contains a lot of diverse data, not only lists
of selected news items, but also much additional information. This additional
information is completely useless for the retrieving tools (Search Engine, Meta-
Search Engine, etc.) [11, 12]. The searching news’ agent needs to extract only the
significant data. Additional and non-essential data increases the complexity of
analysis. The HTML pages, which include the informational and presentational
data, are not optimal for data extraction and information content updating. The
HTML pages are also not optimal for data transfer because of their size.

Data Extraction Problems. The format of the HTML news pages are not stan-
dardized. Their form does not lend itself to information extraction. There are
two kinds of extraction problems. Firstly, finding all of the news description with
their links included in the news page and then identifying only the pertinent ones.
The most important difficulties of information extraction are: complex linking,
difficulties in recognizing and following links to framed pages and then extrac-
tion of the information in this frame, difficulties in identifying links in image
maps and in the script code sources like a JavaScript, etc. There is also some
information, which is not static, for example, thematic publicity selected auto-
matically and frequently changed. The retrieving tool has to distinguish which
piece of data is the news information and select only the significant links.

3.2 RSS Feed

RSS (RDF Site Summary) is an XML-based special format that enables web
developers to describe and syndicate web site content. The original RSS, was
designed as a format for building portals of headlines to mainstream news sites.
But RSS is not designed just for news and news-like sites, it became one of the
basic weblog-oriented products and other web-based publishing software.

RSS Advantages. RSS provides a static and well-structured format for all the
textual documents. The RSS file contains only the informational data formatted
in a standardized format without any presentation parts. This well structured
document is easy to parse. It is possible to analyze, monitor and to extract the
data automatically. When we aim at off-line filtering or classification of news
or other documents the RSS format seems to be a good proposition for simple
extracting textual records which needs to be evaluated on their relevance. In the
evaluation, human-similar comparison of textual documents (words, sentences,
abstracts, full documents, etc.) is a key problem.

4 Similarity of Textual Records

So far, the methods used for text comparison have been based mainly on the
classical identity relation, according to which two given texts are either identical
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or not. Diverse similarity or distance measures for sequence of characters have
been developed. Examples of simple indices are Hamming and Levenstein dis-
tances. However, conventional methods are of limited usefulness and reliability,
in particular for languages having reach inflexion (e.g.Slavonic languages). Here,
two more sophisticated methods that make use of different independent ways of
looking for similarity - similarity in terms of fuzzy sets theory [7, 9, 10] and se-
quence kernels [2, 4, 5], are proposed as possible solution. Although they exhibit
certain similarities in their behavior, in many aspects the methods differ in an
essential way. Here, only the first method is briefly presented; for the second one
we refer to the given literature.

Fuzzy Measure. To enable a computer compare textual documents, the fuzzy
similarity measure proposed in [7] (cf. also [9, 10]) can be used. Because in the
considered case we deal with relatively frequently changing sources of textual
information, the less time-consuming version of the method [8] analogous to the
n-gram method described in [1] is recommended.

Let W be the set of all words from a considered dictionary (universe of
discourse).

Definition 1. The similarity measure takes the form

∀w1, w2 ∈ W : µRW (w1, w2) =
1

N − k + 1

N(w1)−k+1∑

j=1

h(k, j) (1)

where: h(i, j) = 1, if a sub-sequence containing i letters of word w1 and
beginning from its j-th position in w1, appears at least once in
word w2; otherwise: h(i, j) = 0;
h(i, j) = 0 also if i > N(s2) or i > N(s1);
N = max{N(w1), N(w2)} - the maximum of N(w1), N(w2)- the
number of letters in words w1, w2, respectively;
k denotes length of the considered string.

The function µRW can obviously be interpreted as fuzzy relation in terms of the
fuzzy sets theory. This fuzzy relation is reflexive: µRW (w, w) = 1for any word w;
but in general it is not symmetrical. This inconvenience can be easily avoided
by the use of minimum operation. Note that the human intuition is considered
because the bigger is the difference in length of two words, the more different
they are, and the more common letters are contained in two words, the more
similar they are.

However, the value of the membership function contains no information on
the sense or semantics of the arguments. In a natural way, the sentence com-
parison bases on word similarity measure and any two textual records which are
sets of words (sentences or not) can be compared using formula (2).

Definition 2. The fuzzy relation on S - the set of all sentences, is of the form
RS = {(〈s1, s2〉 , µRW (s1, s2)) : s1, s2 ∈ S} , with the membership function µRS :
S × S → [0, 1]
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µRS(s1, s2) =
1
N

N(s1)∑

i=1

max
j∈{1,...,N(s2)}

µRW (wi, wj), (2)

where: wi- the word number i in the s1 sentence, wj - the word number
j in the s2 sentence,µRW (wi, wj) - the value of the µRW function
for the pair (wi, wj),
N(s1), N(s2) - the number of words in sentences s1, s2,
N = max{N(s1), N(s2)} - the number of words in the longer of
the two sentences under comparison.

In the summary, we state that both methods, i.e. fuzzy concept based, and
sequence kernels, used to find the similarity of words can be also applied to
establish similarity of sentences or even whole documents. In the first method,
some similarity function on the sentences or documents must be defined, cf.(2).
In the second one, instead of letters, the alphabet should contain words or sen-
tences. Both methods are non-sensitive to mistakes or other misshapen language
constructions but standard preprocessing is recommended. Unfortunately, they
do not use semantic information existing in the natural language. To increase
the rate of comparison correctness a dictionary of synonyms should support the
method applied.

5 Summary

At the beginning, RSS feed files were used only for the news sites. Now, with
thousands of RSS-enabled sites, this format has become more popular, perhaps
the most widely seen kind of XML. RSS-feed is easy to use and well optimized
to retrieve the news from the source sites. That is why it is useful to publish
the news in two formats; firstly HTML dedicated to visual presentation and
secondly XML-based format which is more useful for retrieving-tools. The RSS
format seems to be a good proposition for simple extracting textual records which
play the same role in different documents and therefore needs to be evaluated on
their mutual similarity or similarity to certain pattern. For human-similar au-
tomatic evaluation of document relevance more sophisticated methods for text
comparison than simple classical identity relation must be applied. Comparison
of longer textual documents (words, sentences, abstracts, full documents, etc.)
becomes a key problem. Examples of two methods based on quantitative mea-
sures were presented. Because of their character, they should be integrated with
other approaches and applied off-line, eg. as an intelligent agent module.
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